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Executive Summary  
This deliverable documents the data plane and SDN environment integration activities on the 
demonstration platforms at DTU and UNIVBRIS. The platform at DTU combines high performance 
optical Ethernet switches with dynamic optical circuit cut-through provisioning. At Bristol the 
platform is all-optical with a TDM TOR switch and Multi-Core Fibre circuit switching. Both of these 
demonstrators required integration with the complete software stack, from the OpenFlow agents to the 
OpenDaylight SDN controller and OpenStack orchestrator. 
 
This document will briefly outline the individual hardware components and then detail the hardware 
and software integration activities carried out to construct the demonstration platforms. Details of the 
TDM scheme and corresponding agent and OpenDaylight developments are also given. We will 
identify individual integration task requirements between hardware and software components and 
describe the activities carried out to fulfil those requirements. Each software component of the 
COSIGN extended OpenDaylight that required development for the demonstrators is individually 
detailed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legal Notice 

The information in this document is subject to change without notice. 

The Members of the COSIGN Consortium make no warranty of any kind with regard to this document, 
including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular 
purpose. The Members of the COSIGN Consortium shall not be held liable for errors contained herein 
or direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, 
performance, or use of this material. 

Possible inaccuracies of information are under the responsibility of the project. This report reflects  
solely the views of its authors. The European Commission is not liable for any use that may be made of 
the information contained therein. 
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1 Introduction 
The medium- and long- term demonstrator platforms are the culmination of significant hardware and 
software integration activities. In the data plane, novel switching devices required development of 
control logic in order to integrate with the SDN control plane. In turn, OpenFlow agents were 
developed to enable an extended controller to operate the devices. To enable the optical TDM scheme 
described later in this document, (backwards-compatible) extensions to the OpenFlow v1.0 protocol 
were required, which were reflected in further development of the COSIGN OpenDaylight Lithium 
SDN controller. The COSIGN orchestrator was also extended to enable support for this extended 
controller. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – Overview of integration tasks between SDN environment and data plane. It includes dependant tasks 
with respect to orchestration. 

 
The multiple layers between which integration activities occurred are shown in Figure 1. There are 
common hardware and software components in the medium and long term demonstrators. However, 
the long term demonstrator deploys TDM TOR in contrast to an optical Ethernet TOR and is an 
experimental and speculative design for an all-optical data centre architecture. 
 
The software integration activities also include the novel approach of integrating a simulated-based 
datacentre testbed with the hardware of the Medium-Term Demonstrator (MTD). The simulation 
model extends the existing SDN controller allowing simulation of largescale scalability studies. The 
scalability studies are focused on high-radix/flat topologies (such as the Hypercube) for next-
generation Data Centres. 
 
This report will summarise the two demonstration platforms and their respective hardware 
components. Details of the layout are given and we discuss significant extensions and activities for 
each. In the case of the MTD there is discussion of the scalability and simulation study. For the Long 
Term Demonstrator (LTD), we discuss the Time Division Multiplexing extensions that were applied 
across the software stack. 
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1.1 Reference Material 
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[8]  “Extensions to the OpenFlow Protocol in support of Circuit Switching - Addendum to 

OpenFlow Protocol Specification (v1.0) – Circuit Switch Addendum v0.3”, S. Das, 2010 
[9]  A. Bossard, “Hypercube Fault Tolerant Routing with Bit Constraint,” vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 

272–289, 2015. 
 

[10]  H. P. Katseff, “Incomplete Hypercubes,” IEEE Trans. Comput., vol. 31, no. 5, pp. 
604–607, 1988 

[11]  D2.6 “Report on successful co-integration of data-plane network including  and 
second generation TOR switch and POLATIS LPFS”. 

[12]  Abts and J. Kim, “High Performance Datacenter Networks: Architectures, 
Algorithms, and Opportunities,” Synth. Lect. Comput. Archit., vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 1–
115, Mar. 2011 

[13]  “Annex A6: 120 Gb/s 12x Small Form-factor Pluggable (CXP)” 
 

[14]  “Finisar - 25G Board-mount Optical Assembly.” [Online]. Available: 
https://www.finisar.com/optical-engines/fbotd25fl2c00 
 

[15]  Broadcom, “Broadcom - BCM56950 Series.” [Online]. Available: 
https://www.broadcom.com/products/Switching/Data-Center/BCM56960-Series 

[16]  “Finisar - 10G Board-mount Optical Assembly.” [Online]. Available: 
https://www.finisar.com/optical-engines/fbotd10sl1c00 

[17]  “Broadcom - BCM56850 Series.” [Online]. Available: 
http://www.broadcom.com/products/ethernet-communication-and-
switching/switching/bcm56850-series 
 

 

 

1.1.2 Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 

Most frequently used acronyms in the Deliverable are listed below. Additional acronyms may be 
defined and used throughout the text. 

DoW Description of Work 
ECOC  European Conference on Optical Communication  
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array 
LTD Long Term Demonstrator 
MTD Mid Term Demonstrator 
NIC Network Interface Card 
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ODL  OpenDaylight  
OFC Optical Fibre Communication conference and exhibition 
PoP  Point of Presence   
QoT Quality of Transmission 
RTT  Round Trip Time  
SDN Software Defined Networks 
TDM  Time Division Multiplexing  
TOR  Top of Rack  
vApp  Virtual Application  
VDC  Virtual Data Centre  

1.2  Document History 
Version Date Authors Comment 
01 01/12/2016 

See the list of 
authors 

Proposed TOC 
02 09/03/2017 TOC for contributions 
03 22/03/2017 Initial contributions 
04 06/04/2017 Edit 1 
05 18/04/2017 Review 1 
06 19/04/2017 Edit 2 
07 02/05/2017 Contributions revisions & edit 
08 03/05/2017 Review 2 
09 03/05/2017 Final Edit 
10 08/05/2017 Final Check final version 
11 09/05/2017 Author list corrected – Final 

version 
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2 Demonstrator Overview  
The COSIGN demonstration platforms are designed to showcase the exploitation of novel optical 
network devices to enable high-performance Virtual Data Centres. To successfully create the medium- 
and long-term demonstrators the software and hardware activities of the project had to work closely 
and coordinated. A critical function of the demonstrators was that the high-level orchestration 
applications could communicate down the stack to translate user VDC requirements and implement 
these with the optical network components. 
 
In this section we give an overview of each of the demonstrators. The Medium Term Demonstrator 
(MTD), which was present at ECOC, has undergone further development and scaling since then and 
details are given herein. The Long Term Demonstrator (LTD) was showcased in part at OFC. Details 
of the demonstration testbed are given. 

2.1 Medium Term Demonstrator Layout  
The midterm demonstrator was showcased at ECOC (European Conference on Optical 
Communication). It consisted of the following physical resources: 

 
Figure 2: Topology diagram of Midterm demonstrator  

 

The setup in use consisted of 4 server nodes, 3 ToR (Top of the Rack) switches and a single Polatis 
OCS LPFS for optical circuit sharing. The integration activities consisted of providing a testbed at 
which COSIGN objectives could be achieved. The data-plane of the topology was used to showcase 
the test cases previously detailed, for instance, optical circuit sharing given the detection of elephant 
flows between compute nodes (vApp) and the on-demand creation of Virtual Data Centre (VDC) 
instances using a shared DC infrastructure. A Xena tester was included in the setup to emulate realistic 
traffic flows between the 3 compute nodes illustrated. Each compute node, and the controller has been 
available as a COSIGN resource on specific public IP’s.  

In order to dynamically configure and manage the physical devices on the demonstrator, both compute 
and network, an instance of the developed COSIGN ODL controller and OpenStack-based 
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orchestrator software suites were also deployed on top of the data-plane. The whole software stack 
was communicated thanks to the use of a dedicated management network, which enabled cross-layer 
communication as well as the communication between the ODL controller and the OF agents at the 
optical network nodes. Figure 3 depicts an overall schematic of the software layers and the modules 
integrating them. 

 
Figure 3: Block diagram of control and orchestration layers  

The COSIGN controller, which has been extensively described in previous deliverables [5], was 
deployed over the described DCN infrastructure. The OF agents developed for each specific network 
device were the responsible entities to enable the SDN-based controllability of the data plane. Figure 4 
illustrates the medium term data plane as shown by the Controller GUI. Finally, the COSIGN 
Orchestrator resided on top of the architecture to provide optimized service allocation by means of 
joint IT plus network resources computation implemented in the novel Algorithms module [6]. Such a 
set-up allowed for the demonstration of the both main use cases developed in COSIGN, the VDC and 
the vApp, as said before, showcasing the vertical integration of all involved layers and the 
provisioning of complex cloud services/applications employing the novel all-optical data-plane 
designed within COSIGN.  
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Figure 4: Medium term demonstrator data plane detected by the Controller 

In particular, live demonstrations of VDC deployments were held, showcasing all the involved steps of 
the virtual slice provisioning over the shared physical data plane. From a functional point of view, the 
VDC allocation starts from the Orchestrator, which is used by the DC operator to fulfill the request 
from a client. The operator accesses to the dashboard that provides a GUI to graphically configure the 
features of the VDC (Figure 5). Once the VDC has been designed, the deploy button starts the 
allocation process. 
 

 
Figure 5: Horizon VDC dashboard showing the VDC configuration process 

At this point, the dashboard contacts the Algorithms module that computes the most appropriate 
Virtual Machines (VMs) deployment as well as their interconnection over the physical data plane. To 
do this, the module collects the topological information from the Topology Manager of the Controller. 
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Figure 6 depicts details of traffic through the communication interface that was designed and 
implemented to enable information exchange between the Algorithms module and the Controller. 
 

 
Figure 6: Wireshark capture of use of REST interface designed between the Algorithms module and the 

Controller to collect topological information 

The Algorithms module then triggers the creation of the stack (i.e. the collection of virtual resources, 
such as IP network and VMs) by contacting the Heat module of OpenStack, passing down a standard 
template containing the details of the resources to be deployed.  Figure 7 shows details of traffic  
through the communication interface developed to communicate the Algorithms module and the 
OpenStack core. The template sent from the Algorithms contains both the VM placement and the IP 
network configuration of the VDC. Hence, the VM related information is used by the Nova module of 
the Orchestrator to deploy the IT infrastructure, and the network information is sent to the Controller 
by means of the Neutron module. The Controller receives the network creation request in its own 
Neutron module and forwards it to the Virtual tenant Network (VTN) module, which is the responsible 
for creating the IP network associated to the VDC and the virtual links that will interconnect the VMs. 
 

 
Figure 7: REST interface between the Algorithms module and the Heat module of OpenStack 

At this point, when the IP network has been created and the VMs have been spawned and booted up, 
the VDC is accessible to the users. Nonetheless, the physical paths associated to the virtual links that 
interconnect the VMs have not been configured yet. Following the SDN paradigm, these optical paths 
are configured when the communication between VMs is established. In our tests, such 
communication was realized by means of ping requests. Hence, once the user accesses to one VM and 
starts a ping to another one, the first packet reaches the OVS L2 virtual switch that connects the 
compute node to the TOR. This OVS switch sends the packet to the Controller where it is processed 
by the VTN module. The VTN contacts the Optical Resource Virtualization Manager (ORVM), which 
is the responsible to trigger the configuration of the physical path associated to the virtual link between 
both VMs. The ORVM requests the creation of the path to the OPM which, in turn, contacts the PCM. 
In this orchestrator-based approach, instead of computing the path, the Path Computation Manager 
(PCM) requests it to the Algorithms module of the Orchestrator. Once it receives the route, the PCM 
forwards it to the OPM, which configures the flows in the involved physical network devices by 
means of the OpenFlow plugin module. This process is illustrated in Figure 8 - Control flow for 
provisioing of optical resources. 
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Figure 8 - Control flow for provisioing of optical resources 

 
 
For example, Figure 9 depicts the OF-based communication at the Controller level. The figure 
highlights the OF_CFLOW_MOD message, which is sent to the Polatis switch to configure the optical 
path. At this point the connectivity is established and active between VMs. 
 

 
Figure 9: Wireshark capture of the CFlow message that configures the Polatis LPFS switch 

All in all, the ECOC implementation of the MTD generated a foundation for network scalability 
studies. However, in order to fully study the scalability of the developed network and control elements 
a significant increase in topology complexity was deemed required, e.g. the introduction of additional 
computational nodes and ToRs. We thus expand the study to high-radix/flat DCN (datacentre network) 
topologies such as the Hypercube, with the primary goal of reducing interconnection latency 
significantly, compared to traditional topologies such as Spine-leaf and Fat-tree. This change is only 
regarding the data-plane and thus the new stack implementation has similar control and management 
planes to previously detailed. 

HPC (High Performance Computing) have been using high-radix/flat topologies for efficient parallel 
and distributed computing. Recently this has attracted attention to the network research community as 
latency is becoming an increasing issue in DCN. This is primarily due to the use of non-flat network 
topologies where the introduction of intermediate nodes for traffic aggregation is common. We 
implemented a study of interconnection structures such as the Hypercube which uses dimensionality to 
scale the elements of the network while enforcing a low hop-count. The strategy of this study is 
comprised of the following steps: 

 

1. Construction of physical testbed (2.1.1) 

2. Implementation of simulation model and hardware integration with (1) (2.1.2) 

3. Development and implementation of routing mechanisms (2.1.3) 

4. Scalability study scenarios (2.1.4) 
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2.1.1  Physical Testbed 
Construction of a Hypercube (constituting a 3-D cube, consisting of 8 Open Flow-enabled ToR 
switches), where each of the ToR switches has a direct physical connection to the Polatis optical 
switch (As seen on Figure 10. Server nodes and Xena traffic generators are connected to the ToR 
switches, forming a direct-connection structure. The cube may be scaled to any of the variants (e.g., 
symmetric Hypercube, asymmetric Hypercube) of an m-dimensional Hypercube subject to the 
availability of resources (OF-enabled ToR switches). The intermediate physical implementation is 
described below. 

2.1.1.1 Resources 

The physical testbed consists of the following hardware resources: 

• 4  x Open Flow-enabled HP Aruba 3810M ToRs 
• 4  x Open Flow-enabled TU/e ToRs 
• 1  x 48-Port Polatis OCS 
• 8  x Server nodes of type IBMx3650  
• 32 x 850nm Transceivers 
• 8 x 1310nm Transceivers 
• 1 x XenaBay (with transceivers) 
• 1 x XenaScale (with transceivers) 
• 1 x XenaCompact (with transceivers) 
• 2 x Control-Plane switch 1G Ethernet 24 Ports 
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Figure 10 Rack layout of 3-D Hypercube implementation 

2.1.2  Simulation-based DCN testbed.  
Implementation of a Hypercube-based simulation model consists of network switches, supporting 
Open Flow 1.3.0 (ONF TS-006) protocol. The simulation model is connected to the real physical 
hardware (network equipment, servers) and an external SDN controller (e.g., COSIGN’s ODL) via 
specialized virtual System-in-the-Loop (SITL) gateways (as seen on Figure 12), linked to the physical 
network interface(s) of a workstation/server, which the simulation environment is running on.  
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Figure 11 - Complete physical 4-D Hypercube 

 
Figure 12 - Complete physical 4-D Hypercube integrated with Simulation model. 

 

The main features and benefits of applying the simulation-based approach to perform the scalability 
studies are the following. First, the simulation model is configured to operate in real-time, preserving a 
realistic behaviour and process timings within the simulated SDN-enabled network nodes (switches); 
this setting is critical to be able to obtain an accurate estimation (real-time sampled measurements) of 
the packet conversion and buffering latencies at the real-simulated boundary, which will affect the 
studied network metrics. Second, the support of SDN principles via the implementation of OpenFlow 
protocol in the simulated nodes offers reasonable flexibility in reconfiguration (the control logic needs 
to be modified in the SDN controller rather than every individual simulated node), placement of 
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additional components (real or simulated) and increase of the scale of network interconnect.  A figure 
of the constructed simulation model can be seen on Figure 13. 
  

 

Figure 13 - Screenshot of simulation model using an Incomplete Hypercube structure with 44 nodes 

2.1.3 Routing mechanisms for the Hypercube structures.  
Specialized routing algorithms have been used in such direct-connection topologies, exploiting their 
useful connectivity properties. Implementation of these routing algorithms requires corresponding 
changes in the forwarding logic/functionality of any SDN controller used (e.g., COSIGN ODL 
Lithium, Ryu, etc.).  Fortunately the Hypercube is well studied and routing mechanisms have been 
proposed in literature. A list of the most relevant literature can be located below: 
 
• A. Bossard, “Hypercube Fault Tolerant Routing with Bit Constraint,” vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 272–289, 

2015. [9] 
• H. P. Katseff, “Incomplete Hypercubes,” IEEE Trans. Comput., vol. 31, no. 5, pp. 604–607, 1988. 

[10] 

 

2.1.4  Scalability studies.  
The simulation model of a Hypercube (2.1.2) is linked to the composed physical DCN testbed (2.1.1) 
in order to analyse the scalability characteristics of this Hypercube-based approach. Therefore, a 
simulation model is used to scale the DCN to m-dimensional Hypercube (m > 3) as well as to evaluate 
the feasibility of combining physical and software-based network components to build a DCN 
environment the research purposes. The following elements of scalability are to be considered: 
 

• Latency/delay 
• Capacity and flow distribution 
• Throughput 
• Energy consumption 
• Network management 
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The maximum number of hops in Hypercube structures is determined by the dimensionality of the 
cube, i.e. each node has one, and only one, direct connection to a node in another dimension. This 
ensures the hop count scales almost linearly with the total number of network nodes. The aim and 
novelty of the scalability study is not to verify this, but to explore how definable network parameters, 
such as latency and throughput scale when an optical circuit is available for throughput increase and 
latency reduction. In order for the results to be measurable, more than 8 network nodes (the content of 
a 3D Hypercube) are needed, this is where the integration of a simulation model with existing 
hardware is a reasonable approach. 

The classic Hypercube structure scales by doubling the number of nodes. This may not be easily 
realised for a practical implementation when reaching thousands of nodes. For this an incomplete 
Hypercube variant is considered. The incomplete variant of Figure 13 consists of having an 
asymmetric number of nodes, e.g. 12 instead of 16. The scalability study and the practical steps 
provided above also include the study of such Hypercubes. 

 

2.2  Long Term Demonstrator Layout  
The Long Term Demonstrator (LTD) is an experimental all-optical data plane architecture. It utilises 
high-port count fibre switching devices, an optical TDM fast switch that performs the function of the 
delayed Venture fast switch, Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) TDM Network Interface Cards 
(NICs) and a Multi-Core Fibre (MCF) 4-core fibre switch. The layout of the demonstrator can be seen 
in Figure 14 and Figure 15. 

The hardware control and data plane are fully compatible with the COSIGN extended OpenDaylight 
Lithium (ODL) SDN controller. Additionally, the extended OpenStack-based orchestration and control 
layer can utilise this extended ODL to provision VDCs within the LTD, using dedicated optical 
circuits for higher bandwidth requirements (> 5Gbit/s) and variable TDM bandwidth for lower 
requirements (<5Gbit/s). Note however, that this peak bandwidth for the TDM network is currently 
being investigated in the hopes of providing more bandwidth. By varying the number of TDM slots 
assigned to a flow, sub-wavelength bandwidth division is demonstrated. Details of how flows are 
routed through these different optical planes are given in the following sections e.g. Section 2.2.1. 

A subset of the demonstrator was presented at a booth at OFC 2017 in the SDN & NFV Demo zone. A 
detailed configuration of this demonstrator is shown in Figure 14. This figure displays the location of 
the various software entities deployed to enable the extended OpenStack orchestrator. The control 
node hosts a VM each for ODL and the DevStack control instance. Each compute node contains a 
DevStack compute VM. An OVS instance on the host enables selective forwarding of flows to TDM 
or OCS paths. 

The use of an MCF switch above the Large Port Count Fibre Switch (LPFS) enables selection of the 
source and destination for the cores grouped within the fibres, adding a high degree of flexibility. 
Within the LTD architecture the MCF switching is intended to provide high-bandwidth inter-data 
centre connectivity. For the purposes of experimentation the MCF switch is fully connected to the 
LPFS. The use of the OXS deployed in the testbed demonstrates that the COSIGN stack is ready and 
capable to utilise the Venture technology switch, once fabrication is successful. 
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Figure 14  - Complete Long Term Demonstrator layout with interface names and port numbering. Note the 
inclusion of the MCF switch compared to the OFC demonstrator. 
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Figure 15 - OFC 2017 SDN & NFV Zone Demonstrator. A subset of the complete LTD. This illustration is 

complete with Management network and data plane interface details. 
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2.2.1 Controller 
The deployment of the COSIGN cloud orchestrator and SDN controller for the long term demonstrator 
uses two VMs running in a single physical server. The SDN controller is based on the COSIGN 
extensions for OpenDaylight, while the cloud orchestrator is based on the COSIGN extensions for 
OpenStack controller.  

In this particular environment, the devstack1 based distribution of OpenStack has been adopted for the 
cloud platform deployment. The whole cloud infrastructure includes three OpenStack compute nodes, 
deployed as VMs, each of them running in a dedicated physical server with a TDM optical NIC 
connecting to the Optical Fast Switch (OXS) TDM switch and a 10Gbit NIC connecting to the Polatis 
switch. The connectivity between compute node and NICs on each physical server is mediated through 
an instance of Open Virtual Switch (OVS) running in the host, with bindings between the virtual 
bridge ports and the corresponding ports on the compute node’s VM and the physical NICs 
respectively (see Figure 16).  

 
Figure 16 – Interconnection between OpenStack compute nodes and optical devices 

The classification of the traffic in output from the physical servers is based on VLANs at the optical 
TDM NICs and on the input port at the Polatis. Since OpenStack is configured with the flat network 
type, the traffic generated from the VMs and exiting from the OpenStack compute nodes is not tagged. 
For this reason, its classification at the OVS instances in the hosts is based on destination MAC 
addresses. In order to enable the proper classification of the traffic routing through the TDM path and 
in ingress to the optical NIC, a VLAN-based tagging is performed at the OVS instances in the physical 
servers. The selection of the VLAN ID is decided by the VDC algorithms module in the cloud 
orchestrator, while the actual tagging and un-tagging is performed through OF actions defined in the 
rules configured by the SDN controller. The traffic routed through the Polatis-based path is simply 
forwarded to the corresponding OVS output port and exits from the NIC connected to the Polatis 
switch without any change (see Figure 17). 

                                                      
1 https://github.com/openstack-dev/devstack 
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Figure 17 - Traffic classification in long-term demonstrator 

 

The IP addressing schema for the control and management plane is provided in Table 1. 
Table 1 - Long-term demonstrator: IP addresses plan 

Entity IP address Virtual/Physical 

SDN controller (OpenDaylight) xxx.xxx.xxx.96 VM 

Orchestrator 

(OpenStack controller node) 

xxx.xxx.xxx.97 VM 

Host 1 with OVS instance xxx.xxx.xxx.63 Physical node 

Host 2 with OVS instance xxx.xxx.xxx.61 Physical node 

Host 3 with OVS instance xxx.xxx.xxx.60 Physical node 

OpenStack compute node 1 xxx.xxx.xxx.99 VM in host 1 

OpenStack compute node 2 xxx.xxx.xxx.100 VM in host 2 

OpenStack compute node 3 xxx.xxx.xxx.98 VM in host 3 

Polatis switch xxx.xxx.xxx.36 Physical network node 

OXS switch xxx.xxx.xxx.38 Physical network node 

 

At the software level, both the orchestrator and ODL are deployed with the features developed in 
COSIGN for the Virtual Data Centre (VDC) use case and with the plugins and algorithms required to 
operate over an heterogeneous DCN with includes L2 switches (represented by the OVS instances in 
the servers hosting the compute nodes), optical NICs, TDM-based switches and LPFS switches.  

The interaction between ODL and the data plane is based on the OpenFlow (OF) protocol. On the 
controller side, this is handled by an extended version of the OpenFlow plugin. In particular, the 
standard OpenFlow protocol is used for the configuration of the OVS instances, while support for fibre 
switching cross-connections and TDM-based resource allocation has been added for Polatis switches 
and optical NICs / OXS switches respectively, see D3.2. On the data plane side, the interaction with 
the optical devices is mediated through dedicated agents (see next section). The OF data path IDs 
advertised by the different entities are defined in Table 2, together with the IDs of the related ports. 
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Table 2 - Long-term demonstrator: OF data path IDs 

Data plane element OpenFlow data path ID 

Polatis switch 1310 

OXS TDM switch 110066 

Host 1 OVS instance 176156461858200 

Host 2 OVS instance 211166677535563 

Host 3 OVS instance 208971194272588 

Optical TDM NIC in Host 1 540541 

Optical TDM NIC in Host 2 540543 

Optical TDM NIC in Host 3 540542 

 

The specific software modules deployed in this demo are summarized in Table 3. Further details are 
available in section 4. 

 

 
Table 3 - Software modules for long-term demonstrator 

COSIGN component Software module Description 

Cloud orchestrator Dashboard Web-based graphical interface, based on extensions 
to the OpenStack dashboard, to request the 
provisioning of VDC instances.  

Cloud orchestrator VDC algorithms Algorithms for the computation of resource 
allocations (VM placement and network paths) in 
the hybrid DCN network. The algorithms have 
been extended to make decisions about the optical 
technology to be used for a given VDC instance 
(i.e. fibre switching vs TDM optical switching) and 
compute the resource allocation for the paths by 
translating data-rate bandwidth requirements to 
time-slot allocations. 

SDN controller Optical Provisioning 
Manager 

The software module coordinating the provisioning 
of DCN connections, based on the network paths 
computed by the algorithms. In this scenario, the 
Optical Provisioning Manager is responsible for the 
configuration of (i) OVS instances in the hosts, (ii) 
optical NICs, (iii) the OXS TDM switch and (iv) 
Polatis switch.  

SDN controller Topology Manager The software module responsible to build the DCN 
topology based on the advertisement of the data 
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plane devices. The topology manager is extended 
to support also optical NICs and OXS TDM 
switches. 

SDN controller Virtual Tenant 
Network / Neutron 
module 

The responsible modules for receiving the request 
for the creation of the network associated to a 
VDC. In particular, the Neutron module interfaces 
the Orchestrator and the SDN controller whilst the 
VTN configures the OVS instances of the compute 
nodes of the VDC to provide connectivity at L2/L3 
levels. 

SDN controller Optical Resource 
Virtualization 
Manager 

The software module responsible for the 
virtualization of the optical devices; it mediates 
between the requests received from the orchestrator 
(through the Neutron and VTN modules) and the 
request of DCN connections issued to the Optical 
Provisioning Manager. 

SDN controller Path Computation 
Manager 

The local computation engine of the SDN 
controller. In this deployment, the actual 
computation is performed at the VDC algorithms in 
the orchestrator, while the path computation 
manager translates the result in OpenDaylight 
structures, making it available for the other 
controller components.  

SDN controller GUI Web-based graphical interface of the SDN 
controller, it allows to visualize the DCN topology 
(with details about the different types of network 
nodes), the connections established in the DCN and 
the related flow rules in the DCN network nodes.  

SDN Controller OpenFlow Java 
(OpenFlow Library) 

The OpenFlow Java library provides the lowest-
level interface between ODL and devices 
communication with the OF protocol. It is 
responsible for serialisation and deserialisation of 
OpenFlow messages. Serialisation is the translation 
of high-level MD-SAL Java objects to the byte 

SDN Controller OpenFlow Plugin The OpenFlow plugin module provides a layer of 
abstraction between the OpenFlow Java module 
and the MD-SAL components of ODL. For 
example, it abstracts away OpenFlow versions to 
present a unified OpenFlow switch model above, 
hiding the detailed implementation changes 
between versions. It also provides inventory 
information to the controller, with statistics on 
device flows and ports. 
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3 SDN & Data Plane Integration Activities 
In this section we describe the components of the data plane integrated with the SDN software layer. 
Many previous deliverables have given much details about these devices e.g. OXS, Polatis LPFS. 
Therefore, in this document we limit description to the functionality of the devices that we exploit and 
control with SDN. For detailed hardware and agent descriptions, WP2 deliverables should be 
consulted e.g. D2.8 “Report on development of 384x384 optical circuit switch” and  D2.6 “Report on 
successful co-integration of data-plane network including  and second generation TOR switch and 
POLATIS LPFS”. 

 

3.1 Circuit Switch Devices 
The OpenFlow agent for Polatis Single Mode Fibre (SMF) switching devices underwent further 
development as part of the LTD integration. The device available for the LTD was 192 x 192 ports, 
but unlike the device for the MTD it did not include built-in system-level libraries for device control. 
Headers for these system calls can be compiled into the agent and permit high performance control of 
switch functions and access to data. Only a Transaction Language TL1 interface was available on the 
LTD Polatis firmware. Before the system libraries were released, some development for TL1 control 
had already taken place. This old branch was merged with the system API version to create a 
‘universal’ agent. At runtime this agent automatically determines the control interface provided by the 
host device and selects the appropriate driver (TL1 or system API), thus the same agent can be used 
across different firmware versions. 

 The OpenFlow circuit extensions specification v0.3 [8] is the basis for optical flow programming and 
circuit device support extensions to the COSIGN ODL, see D3.2 and D3.4. This specification does not 
support circuit port counts greater than 255. This limitation would prevent the Polatis OF agent from 
using all available ports. To overcome this limitation we made further development of the 
specification and protocol to support growth in the number of circuit ports beyond the original 
requirement for the agent. For example, the 384x384 port device specified in D2.8 “Report on 
development of 384x384 optical circuit switch” can now be utilised. The limitation of the specification 

[8] is shown in Figure 18. The relevant field, ‘n_cports’ is highlighted. In the vanilla OF v1.0 
specification this member of the ofp_switch_features struct is alignment padding and its value has no 
meaning in the protocol. We adapted the COSIGN OF extensions so that if the value of this member is 
255, the number of circuit ports is instead inferred from the length of the feature reply message. This 
length is stated in the OpenFlow message header, common to all OF messages. This is similar to the 

/* Switch features. */ 
struct ofp_switch_features { 
    struct ofp_header header; 
    uint64_t datapath_id;    
    uint32_t n_buffers; 
    uint8_t n_tables; 
    uint8_t n_cports;  // In the OF v1.0 specification, this is 8 bits of padding 
    uint8_t pad[2]; 
    
uint32_t capabilities;  /* Bitmap of support "ofp_capabilities". */ 
uint32_t actions;       /* Bitmap of supported "ofp_action_type"s. */ 
/* Port info.*/ 
struct ofp_phy_port ports[0];   
struct ofp_phy_cport cports[0];/* Circuit Port definitions.  The number of 
                                      ports are specified in the n_cports field. */ 
}; 
 

Figure 18 - Feature reply message structure from the circuit extensions to OF v1.0 specification 
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behaviour of un-extended OF v1.0, which infers the number of conventional ports from the stated 
message length.  

The MCF Polatis device is still in the early stages of development. Unlike the production versions of 
the various SMF Polatis devices, the MCF switch has no Ethernet port to connect to the control plane. 
Therefore additional agent development enabled control of the device over a serial port using the 
Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments (SCPI) interface. This agent is then executed off-
device on a standard Linux PC. 

3.2 Optical Ethernet TOR  
In order to minimize the amount of optical transceivers required to implement a mega data center 
optical network, optical transceivers with the largest possible amount of ports are desirable. Highest 
port count pluggable transceivers available have 12 ports  [12] [13].  The same is true for the highest 
port count on board optics (OBO) transceivers  [14]. Fig. 1 is a picture of the 2nd generation TOR 
designed and fabricated by the TU/e. It includes eleven 12x10G OBO transceivers surrounding the 
128x10G state-of-the-art electronic switching ASIC   [4] with a total of 1.28 Tbps, covered by a fan in 
the image. The control plane processor, attached in the top right corner of the board, manages the data 
plane switching ASIC thanks to the decoupling between control and data planes provided by Software 
Defined Networking (SDN). 

 
Fig. 1: Implemented hybrid switch, with 11 OBO transceivers  

surrounding the 128-ports switching ASIC 
The rest of the board, in the top left section, includes the required interface connectors, and the voltage 
converters generating the internal voltages. Our research shows that the reduced amount and small size 
of the OBO transceivers, closely placed to the switching ASIC, allows very compact designs, like our 
proof-of-concept implementation achieving a 20cm x 20cm size. A similar approach could be 
followed with the same-size 25G version of those devices  [16], [17] to reach 3.2 Tbps. The ASICs and 
optical modules needed to achieve this target where not available at the time the design of this 2nd 
generation TOR was launched (see MS9). 

This device was deployed in the Medium Term Demonstrator (MTD). 

3.3 TDM Scheme and Devices 
The optical TDM scheme deployed in the LTD required development of a TDM switch, extensions to 
OF and ODL as well as development of OpenFlow agents for the switch and TDM NIC cards. In this 
section we give some detail but for highlighted software implementation descriptions please see 
Section 6, Appendix I – Optical TDM scheme description, OpenFlow and OpenDaylight Extensions”. 

The hardware TDM implementation has several variable parameters. The parameters of TSON nodes 
consist of: Quality of Transmission (QoT) overhead programmable from 0 to 39KB, time-slice size 
programmable from 80B to 31.25KB, time-slice per frame count programmable from 4 to 100, and 
time-slice allocation. Thus, when the client (e.g. operator, service provider) requests a network 
service, after evaluating its requirements such as bit-rate, connectivity type, QoS, and QoT, the TSON 
nodes can be configured to the corresponding parameter values and time-slice allocation to fulfil  
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requests and compose a dedicated network function slice of the node. However, our protocol 
extensions only enable configuration of time slice allocation. The other low level parameters are fixed. 

 

3.3.1 Plan B Switch  
With the delivery of the Venture 4x4 OXS delayed, COSIGN developed a ‘Plan-B’ TDM switch based 
on PLZT Semi-Conductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) technology. This switch was also 4x4 and was 
built by TU/E.  The control circuit was developed and synthesised at DTU with the help of 
UNIVBRIS. DTU provided the circuit driver board. The final integration and test took place at 
UNIVBRIS. The result of these efforts meant that the plans to build an all-optical platform with 
combined TDM and circuit switching could go ahead. Between UPC, Nextworks and UNIBVRIS the 
formal definition of the TDM scheme was developed. The OpenFlow agent for this device was 
developed at UNIVBRIS. Full details of the TDM scheme are given as an appendix to this document, 
see Section 6. 

 

3.3.2 TDM NIC  

The TDM FPGA NIC developed at UNIVBRIS enables an interface to the TDM OXS. It has a single 
input port and two outputs, but for the LTD only a single output is used. The number of timeslots on 
which the NIC transmits data is controlled by an OF agent connected to the extended ODL Lithium. 
The orchestration layer determines precisely which slots may be transmitted on. Virtual input buffers 
enable the assignment of time slices to flows with different VLAN numbers. We illustrate this 
functionality in Figure 14. 
 

 
Figure 19 - Illustration of TDM NIC dividing time slices between different flow VLAN IDs 
  
Although the NetFPGA-10G board used to implement the TDM NIC has a PCI-E interface, there is 
currently no driver to interface the board directly with a server host. To enable application level use of 
the NIC, an intermediate standard NIC card is used to provide an interface to a host. The TDM NIC is 
placed between the standard NIC and the OXS, acting as an interface. This is illustrated in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 - Illustration of FPGA TDM NIC as interface to TDM data layer 
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4 SDN Controller Extensions  
A number of extensions to the COSIGN SDN controller were required to allow interoperability with 
the TDM data layer at the southbound interface, and the Orchestrator and its extended algorithms 
module at the Northbound. This section details the additions to each individual module in the 
COSIGN OpenDaylight Lithium Controller, as previously described in full in Deliverables D3.2, D3.3 
and D3.4. In Figure 16 a block diagram of major ODL modules is shown, with the modules that were 
extended and integrated by COSIGN highlighted. 

 

 
Figure 21  - The modules of the COSIGN SDN controller that were extended for the long term demonstrator. 

 

4.1 OpenFlow Plugin and OpenFlow library  
Additional extensions were required to support the TDM devices. This included the addition of new 
action types to enable control of the devices and the collection of statistics. Full details are given in the 
Addendum in Section 6. 

4.2 Topology Manager 
The Topology Manager (TM) extends the OpenDaylight capabilities in order to maintain and update 
dynamically the view of the COSIGN DCN. For such purpose, the Topology Manager leverages on 
the updates received as asynchronous notifications from the Inventory and Topology data stores and 
triggered by the OpenFlow plugin. Starting from the data retrieved from these data stores, the 
Topology Manager builds the DCN topology in terms of nodes and links, each of them augmented 
with technology specific parameters, and populates its own data store with the specific 
data/information related to the COSIGN data plane devices. In particular, to support the long term 
demonstrator, the Topology Manager has been further extended to classify optical devices such as 
OXS TDM switches and Optical NICs. The DCN topology is then exposed via REST APIs to the 
VDC algorithms running in the orchestrator, in order to enable the computation of TDM paths across 
the DCN data plane. 

4.3 Virtual Tenant Network and Neutron module 
The VTN and the Neutron modules of OpenDaylight (along with the ORVM) compose the Virtual 
Infrastructure Manager (VIM) that has been design to cope with the virtualization requirements stated 
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by the project. The Neutron module is responsible for receiving the request to configure the data 
network associated to a VDC instance coming from the OpenStack Orchestrator. Neutron is linked to 
the VTN, which is the responsible for configuring the OVS switches that connect the compute nodes 
to the data plane. For the long term demonstrator, the VTN has been updated to skip the configuration 
of the OVS switches that have been set up in the physical servers to control the Optical NIC. Due to 
the optical nature of the interfaces associated to this OVS, its configuration responsibility has passed 
to the OPM. 

4.4 Optical Resource Virtualization Manager  
The Optical Resource Virtualization Manager is the responsible module for creating the virtual 
infrastructure network infrastructure of the VDC, that is, the virtual links that connect the virtual nodes 
configured through the Orchestrator. More specifically, the ORVM receives the virtual network 
infrastructure creation request from the VTN, creates the virtual links that compose it and requests the 
route associated to each virtual link to the OPM. For the long term demonstrator, the interface between 
the ORVM and the OPM has been modified so the route request is aligned with the requirements of 
the new data plane. 

4.5 Optical Provisioning Manager 
The Optical Provisioning Manager (OPM) is the module in charge of configuring the network devices 
along a calculated path in the COSIGN data plane, in order to establish an optical connectivity 
between the DC compute nodes. The OPM workflow is the following: triggered by an optical path 
request from the Optical Resource Virtualization Manager (ORVM), the OPM contacts the local Path 
Computation Manager (PCM) for requesting the path calculation according to the constraints specified 
by the request (e.g. QoS). The PCM, which obtains the path from the orchestrator algorithms, returns 
the route to the OPM and this invokes the configuration of the physical devices involved in the path 
through the OpenFlow Plugin. In particular, the type of configuration required by each device depends 
on the specific node technology (retrieved by the Topology Manager) and on its positioning within the 
path (for example VLAN tagging and un-tagging on OVS instances at the source and destination 
edges of the path). For the long term demonstrator, the OPM has been extended to enable the 
configuration of TDM devices, such as the OXS TDM Switch and the Optical NIC. This extension is 
implemented in the Optical Translator (OT) submodule, which is in in charge of translating the 
timeslots pattern, received in the route returned by the algorithms, in the proper TDM configuration 
scheme to be applied to the target data plane devices. The specific nature of the OXS TDM switch 
requires the complete reconfiguration of the entire switch (i.e. in the demonstrator example for all the 
96 slots in all its 4 ports) for each new configuration. This means that the controller must maintain 
knowledge of the whole set of rules applied for the paths traversing the OXS TDM switches, and to re-
compute a consistent whole configuration for each new connection. This enables prevention of overlap 
between different input ports transmitting towards the same output port in the same timeslots.  

In the long term scenario demonstrator of the VDC use case, the OPM allows to configure two 
different types of network connectivity between the OpenStack compute nodes. The former involves 
paths crossing a Polatis device which is directly (i.e. through transparent NICs that do not require 
explicit configuration) connected to the OVS instances located on the physical server hosting the 
compute nodes. The latter foreseen the use of an Optical TDM NIC in order to enable the 
communication between the OVSes in servers (connected to the OVSes in the Compute Nodes) and 
the OXS TDM Fast Switch devices. In this case the TDM NIC needs to be configured by the SDN 
controller in order to perform the translation from OVS traffic classified based on VLAN IDs to TDM 
traffic towards the OXS TDM switch and vice versa.  

4.6 Path Computation Manager  
The Path Computation Manager (PCM) is the SDN controller module dedicated to the path 
computation of optical and multi-layer paths. In the VDC use case, the PCM does not perform the 
calculation itself, but it interacts via REST APIs with dedicated algorithms running at the cloud 
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orchestrator. This approach allows to compute VMs placement and network paths in a single, join step 
to optimize the allocation of all the different kinds of resources in the DC.  

In the long-term demonstrator, the interaction between controller and VDC algorithms has been 
extended in order to receive paths that specify the VLAN ID for tagging the traffic at the edge OVS 
and the timeslots to be allocated in the TDM scheme for the given connection. These timeslots are 
then translated at the SDN controller in the corresponding set of OpenFlow rules to configure the 
cross-connections in the OXS TDM switch and in the Optical NICs. 

4.7 Dlux OpenDaylight User Interface  
The Dlux OpenDaylight provides a web-based GUI to visualize the topology of the DCN and the 
established connections. For the long-term demonstrator, the Topology module has been extended to 
show the different node technologies as they are reported in the Topology Manager data store, 
including the TDM optical NIC and the OXS TDM switch, see Figure 25. The Provisioning module 
has been extended as well to show the connection details related to paths traversing optical TDM 
nodes, see Figure 23 in contrast to the OCS paths shown in Figure 24. Figure 22 shows the MAC 
addresses of provisioned VMs that must be connected (“Ethernet-source” and “Ethernet-destination”), 
Figure 23 & Figure 24 show the flows generated and deployed into the network to provision these 
connections, TDM and OCS flows respectively. 

 

 
Figure 22 - The peer to peer VM connections that have been provisioned for the VDC instance, as shown in ODL 

DLUX 
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Figure 23 – Example of a TDM flow (along with OVS flows) generated to provision the connections shown in 

Figure 17 

 
Figure 24 - Example of provisioned OCS (LPFS) paths using circuit flows 

 

 

4.8 Algorithms Module in Orchestrator 
Although not part of the control layer, the Algorithms Module present in the orchestration layer is an 
important part for the vertical integration of the data plane and the control/management software as 
well as the whole VDC service provisioning. The Algorithms Module provides the intelligence that 
determines given a VDC request the mapping of the virtual machines onto compute nodes at the DC as 
well as the mapping of the virtual links interconnecting the virtual machines onto physical optical 
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network resources. Additionally, it determines the several logical instances (IP network, sub-network 
and ports) necessary to enable traffic exchange along the VDC instance. To enforce the mapping of 
the virtual machines and the creation of the logical resources, it interacts with the core orchestrator 
services thanks to the OpenStack Heat service.  

On the other hand, to enforce the physical network connectivity at the data plane, it interacts with the 
PCM at the SDN controller to pass down the details of the route and the time slots in the case that 
TDM technology is needed. The Algorithms Module has been extended to cope with the presence of 
new types of optical nodes at the topology (fast switch and optical NIC) as well as the server OVS 
nodes. Moreover, it has been extended in order to determine which is the most suitable technology, 
either fibre switching or TDM, to be employed to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of the virtual 
links. For the case of TDM, the Algorithms module, besides the physical route and the necessary time 
slots, also determines the particular VLAN to be employed when encapsulating the traffic of the 
virtual links, since, as explained previously, the optical NIC maps traffic onto a particular set of time 
slots based on the VLAN tag of the said traffic.  The decision of the particular VLAN id to be 
employed for setting the optical connection is passed down to the PCM along with the rest of the 
physical route details. 

 

 
Figure 25 - Extended DLUX interface displaying the LTD Data Plane. 
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5 Summary  
This document has described the long- and medium- term demonstrators for the COSIGN 
architectures. In particular, we have detailed the software development and software-hardware 
integration activities that were necessary to enable a multi-layer software stack to exploit optical 
network devices to deploy VDCs. Several challenges were overcome that required a range of solutions 
from development of hardware switches, FPGA control circuits and OpenFlow protocol extensions.  

The integration efforts for both platforms enabled demonstration of Optical network control and 
provisioning using an open and complex software stack. These integration activities and the resulting 
demonstrators provide proof of concept for both all-optical and hybrid VDC architectures. The 
adaptive deployment of dedicated circuit connections to increase network performance and reduce 
congestion on TOR switches was demonstrated on the MTD. Furthermore, The COSIGN LTD 
demonstrated the practicality of sub-wavelength bandwidth division for fine granularity of bandwidth 
provisioning of virtual networks. 

The MTD and LTD were demonstrated publicly at ECOC 2016 and OFC 2017 respectively. The 
successful MTD demonstrator is being further developed with experiments in scalability and topology. 
The LTD architecture experiments continue to explore the behaviour of the TDM component of the 
data plane in order to maximise performance. 
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6 Appendix I – Optical TDM scheme description, OpenFlow and 
OpenDaylight Extensions 
 

TDM Fast Switch Support Extensions in 
OpenDaylight Lithium 

 
 
 

6.1 Fast Switch Introduction 
The n input port and m output port device agents should support flow_mod messages that have the 
following parameters, where there are T timeslots per frame: 
Match: A single input port index (UINT32), range: 0…n-1 
Action: Array of T elements, each specifying a timeslot index (UINT32), which is effectively an array 
index and an output port (UINT32) for that timeslot, range: 0…m-1 
The device agent will translate command into the Ethernet frame used to program the fast switch and 
NIC control circuits. The agent is also responsible for rejecting invalid flows e.g. the Action array 
being too long or short. 
 
 

6.2 Fast Switch Controller Flow Programming Support 
The controller must track the current pattern in use by the device. The following details extensions to 
the YANG model in the OpenDaylight  Openflowplugin and Openflowprotocol libraries: 
File: opendaylight-action-types.yang (project li-OpenFlowPlugin) 
Modifications: 
 
/* COSIGN-TDM: type for timeslot output assignments */ 
grouping ofp-action-tdm-output { 
  description "Assignments of the timeslot to output port index"; 
     list tdm-frame-elements { 
      leaf timeslot-index { 
          type uint32; 
          description "The timeslot number or index within the TDM frame"; 
         } 
         leaf timeslot-output-port { 
          type uint32; 
          description "The output port for this timeslot of the frame"; 
         } 
     } 
  } 
File: openflow-action.yang 
grouping action-grouping { 
        choice action-choice { 
… 
  /* COSIGN TDM : openflow protocol set tdm outputs choice*/ 
            case set-tdm-output-case { 
             container set-tdm-output-action { 
              uses oft:tdm-output; 
             } 
            } 
 
File: openflow-types.yang 
/* COSIGN-TDM: type for timeslot output assignments */ 
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    grouping tdm-output { 
     description "Assignments of the timeslot to output port index"; 
     list tdm-output-array{ 
      leaf timeslot-index { 
          type uint32; 
          description "The timeslot number or index within the TDM frame"; 
         } 
         leaf timeslot-output-port { 
          type uint32; 
          description "The output port for this timeslot of the frame"; 
         } 
     } 
    } 
 
Some implementation additions were also required in the plugin, in “ActionConvertor.java”. This 
class acts as a translator between the openflowprotocol and openflowplugin modules. There is a 
function to translate each action from the OpenFlow library to MD-SAL format. There is also a 
function to perform the inverse translation (MD-SAL to OpenFlow): 
 
public static List<Action> getActions( 
            final List<org.opendaylight.yang.gen.v1.urn.opendaylight.action.types.rev131112.action.list.Action> actions, 
            final short version, final BigInteger datapathid, final Flow flow) { 
        List<Action> actionsList = new ArrayList<>(); 
        Action ofAction; 
… 
} else if (action instanceof SetTdmOutputActionCase) { 
              ofAction = salToOFSetTdmOutput(action, actionBuilder, version); 
… 
} 
/* COSIGN TDM: TDM Output Action Sal -> OpenFlow */ 
     
private static Action salToOFSetTdmOutput(final 
org.opendaylight.yang.gen.v1.urn.opendaylight.action.types.rev131112.action.Action action, 
            final ActionBuilder actionBuilder, final short version) 
    { 
     SetTdmOutputActionCase settdmoutputcase = (SetTdmOutputActionCase) action; 
     SetTdmOutputAction settdmoutputaction = settdmoutputcase.getSetTdmOutputAction();  
      
     SetTdmOutputActionBuilder tdmOutputActionBuilder = new SetTdmOutputActionBuilder(); 
     SetTdmOutputCaseBuilder setTdmOutputCaseBuilder = new SetTdmOutputCaseBuilder(); 
      
     if(version == OFConstants.OFP_VERSION_1_0) { 
       
      List<TdmOutputArray> tdms = new ArrayList<TdmOutputArray>(); 
       
      int max = settdmoutputaction.getTdmFrameElements().size(); 
       
      for(int i =0; i < max; i++) 
      { 
       TdmOutputArrayBuilder b = new TdmOutputArrayBuilder(); 
        
       TdmFrameElements l = settdmoutputaction.getTdmFrameElements().get(i); 
       long outPort = l.getTimeslotOutputPort(); 
       long timeSlotIndex = l.getTimeslotIndex(); 
       b.setTimeslotOutputPort(outPort); 
       b.setTimeslotIndex(timeSlotIndex); 
       tdms.add(b.build()); 
      } 
       
      tdmOutputActionBuilder.setTdmOutputArray(tdms); 
      setTdmOutputCaseBuilder.setSetTdmOutputAction(tdmOutputActionBuilder.build()); 
      actionBuilder.setActionChoice(setTdmOutputCaseBuilder.build()); 
       
     } 
     return actionBuilder.build(); 
    } 
 
 
 
/* COSIGN TDM: TDM Output Action OpenFlow - > SAL */ 
public static SetTdmOutputActionCase ofToSalTdmOutputAction(final OpenflowVersion ofVersion, final Action action) { 
    
 org.opendaylight.yang.gen.v1.urn.opendaylight.action.types.rev131112.action.action.set.tdm.output.action._case.SetTdmO
utputActionBuilder tdmOutputActionToSal = 
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                new 
org.opendaylight.yang.gen.v1.urn.opendaylight.action.types.rev131112.action.action.set.tdm.output.action._case.SetTdmOutputActio
nBuilder(); 
 
        
org.opendaylight.yang.gen.v1.urn.opendaylight.openflow.common.action.rev150203.action.grouping.action.choice.SetTdmOutputCas
e actionCase = 
                
(org.opendaylight.yang.gen.v1.urn.opendaylight.openflow.common.action.rev150203.action.grouping.action.choice.SetTdmOutputCa
se) action.getActionChoice(); 
 
        
org.opendaylight.yang.gen.v1.urn.opendaylight.openflow.common.action.rev150203.action.grouping.action.choice.set.tdm.output._ca
se.SetTdmOutputAction tdmOutputActionFromOF = actionCase.getSetTdmOutputAction(); 
        
        // Build SAL action 
         
        if (tdmOutputActionFromOF.getTdmOutputArray() != null) { 
          
         List<TdmOutputArray> ofTdms = tdmOutputActionFromOF.getTdmOutputArray(); 
         
         List<TdmFrameElements> salTdms = new ArrayList <TdmFrameElements>(); 
          
         for(TdmOutputArray ofTdm: ofTdms) // translate from of to sal representation TODO: im sure there is a more elegant 
way 
         { 
          TdmFrameElementsBuilder salTdm = new TdmFrameElementsBuilder(); 
          salTdm.setTimeslotIndex(ofTdm.getTimeslotIndex()); 
          salTdm.setTimeslotOutputPort(ofTdm.getTimeslotOutputPort()); 
          salTdms.add(salTdm.build()); 
         } 
          
         tdmOutputActionToSal.setTdmFrameElements(salTdms); 
                         
        } else { 
            LOG.error("Provided action is not valid OF COSIGN-TDM Output action, no associated port found!"); 
        } 
 
        //TODO: Error checking could me more complete 
 
        org.opendaylight.yang.gen.v1.urn.opendaylight.action.types.rev131112.action.action.SetTdmOutputActionCaseBuilder 
tdmOutputActionCaseBuilder = 
                new 
org.opendaylight.yang.gen.v1.urn.opendaylight.action.types.rev131112.action.action.SetTdmOutputActionCaseBuilder(); 
        tdmOutputActionCaseBuilder.setSetTdmOutputAction(tdmOutputActionToSal.build()); 
        return tdmOutputActionCaseBuilder.build(); 
    } 
 
The action must also be defined in the OpenFlow protocol layer. This definition can be found in the 
OpenFlowJava module org.opendaylight.openflowjava.protocol.impl.util.ActionConstants: 
public final class ActionConstants { 
 
    /** Openflow v1.0 and v1.3 OFPAT_OUTPUT code */ 
    public static final byte OUTPUT_CODE = 0; 
    /** Openflow v1.0 OFPAT_SET_VLAN_VID code */ 
    public static final byte SET_VLAN_VID_CODE = 1; 
… 
    /** COSIGN-TDM ( OF v1.0+ext)*/ 
    public static final byte SET_TDM_OUTPUT = 28; 
    /** Padding in OFPAT_OUTPUT (OF v1.3) */ 
… 
 
Additionally, a serializer class is used to translate the action and it’s parameters to the low level 
OpenFlow protocol. This class is 
org.opendaylight.openflowjava.protocol.impl.serialization.action.OF10SetTdmOutputActionSerializer 

6.3 Fast Switch Features Advertisement 
When the fast switch agent exchanges features messages with the controller it is necessary to indicate 
that the switch supports and must be programmed for TDM. A new action was added to openflow-
types.yang for this purpose: 
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  /*COSIGN-TDM*/ 
            bit OFPAT_SET_TIMESLOT { 
             position 23; 
            } 
 
 Although the number of timeslots per frame is fixed in the case of the OXS (96 slots), it is advertised 
using one of the fields in the features reply for a circuit port, supp_switch_tdm_granularity.  This field is 
an enum type and is defined as follows: 
 
typedef supp-sw-tdm-gran { 
        description "Minimum switching granularity of TDM physical ports available in the data path"; 
        type enumeration { 
… 
enum OFPTSG_COSIGN_96 { 
             value 96; 
             description "COSIGN Experimental 96 slice TDM"; 
            } 
        } 
    }             

6.4 Fast Switch Northbound (Orchestrator) Support 
Examples of using the REST interface to the OpenFlow plugin are given in Python scripts that can be 
found in the project’s i2Cat STASH repository, in the openflowplugin/demo/  folder. 

6.4.1 Programming a new slot allocation 
This is possible via the standard flow programming interface. The following parameters must be set 
per flow: 
Match: Input port 
Action: Array of output ports index by the slot within the TDM frame. Indicates output port for each 
timeslot in the frame. 
 
N.B. As the fast switch has only four input ports and performs no packet or signal inspection, only 
four flows, one for each input, may be configured. If any two flows utilise the same output port in any 
time slot, then the configuration is invalid and must be rejected. To ensure that all possible valid 
configurations can be reached the OXS agent is configured to only apply new flows when a flow_mod 
message has been received for each input. This ensures that output clashes can be avoided. It is the job 
of the the orchestration layer to ensure that valid flow configurations are calculated and transmitted. 
However, ODL stores the current slot allocation within the flow statistics table. 

6.4.2 Reading the current slot allocation 
Rather than create bespoke extensions, the current slot allocation can be obtained by accessing the 
currently installed flows via the REST interface e.g. For node ID openflow:36:  
 
GET http://137.222.204.71:8181/restconf/operational/opendaylight-
inventory:nodes/node/openflow:36/ 
Or more specifically for the flow table alone: 
GET http://137.222.204.71:8181/restconf/operational/opendaylight-
inventory:nodes/node/openflow:36/table/0/ 
 
An example result for the latter request on the fast switch, where input port 3 is set to output port 3 
(loopback) at each timeslot is: 
 
{ 
    "flow-node-inventory:table":  
                { 
                    "id": "#UF$TABLE*0-4", 
                    "priority": 0, 
                    "table_id": 0, 
                    "opendaylight-flow-statistics:flow-statistics": { 
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                        "packet-count": 0, 
                        "byte-count": 0, 
                        "duration": { 
                            "nanosecond": 0, 
                            "second": 0 
                        } 
                    }, 
                    "idle-timeout": 0, 
                    "cookie": 0, 
                    "instructions": { 
                        "instruction": [ 
                            { 
                                "order": 0, 
                                "apply-actions": { 
                                    "action": [ 
                                        { 
                                            "order": 0, 
                                            "set-tdm-output-action": { 
                                                "tdm-frame-elements": [ 
                                                    { 
                                                        "timeslot-index": 0, 
                                                        “timeslot-output-port”: 5 
                                                    }, 
                                                    { 
                                                        "timeslot-index": 1, 
                                                        “timeslot-output-port”: 5 
                                                    }, 
                                                    { 
                                                        "timeslot-index": 2, 
                                                        “timeslot-output-port”: 5 
                                                    }, 
                                                    { 
                                                        "timeslot-index": 3, 
                                                        “timeslot-output-port”: 5 
                                                    }, 

                                           … CONTINUES … 
                                                    { 
                                                        "timeslot-index": 95, 
                                                        “timeslot-output-port”: 5 
                                                    } 
                                                ] 
                                            } 
                                        } 
                                    ] 
                                } 
                            } 
                        ] 
                    }, 
                    "match": { 
                        "in-port": "openflow:7846500226:3" 
                    }, 
 
Note that there are no real statistics displayed, only the details of the flow: match and action as well as 
a flow name. The fast switch currently has no statistics support. However, only duration would be 
meaningful in this case. 
 
 

6.5 TDM FPGA NIC Functions 
 
The FPGA NIC has a single input port with four input buffers. Each can be associated with a VLAN 
ID and a set of timeslots, thus enabling the asymmetric division of timeslots. The hardware also 
supports matching against a bit mask of the vlan id but the OpenFlow v1.0 match structure has no 
defined support for this. We could extend the protocol and use the pad2 (2 byte) field to add support in 
future. This would allow the match to cover a range of VLAN IDs. 
Thus we can define the following kind of flows (maximum four), where there are T timeslots per 
frame: 
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Match : A vlan ID number, UINT16. 
Action: An array of n elements, each an array index with a timeslot number. In this case, the timeslot 
ranges from 0…T-1 and the index from 0 … n – 1. The timeslot numbers are the indexes of the slots of 
the output frame in which the match’s data will be output. The orchestrator should ensure that there 
are no slot conflicts between matches (attempting to output from different buffers, although the agent 
should reject attempts to program an invalid configuration. The array index is necessary only for 
YANG data model purposes.  
 
If there is an attempt to install more than four flows (unique vlans) then the agent will respond with 
ofp_error_msg with OFPET_FLOW_MOD_FAILED type and OFPFMFC_ALL_TABLES_FULL 
code. Again, the orchestrator should ideally prevent this situation from occurring.  
It is recommended to maintain a fourth buffer as a ‘catch all’ for traffic that cannot be classified into 
the other VLANs. Please see Figure 26 for a high-level illustration of the input buffer matching and 
DEMUX/MUX: 
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Figure 26 - Input buffer and matching of FPGA TDM NIC 

In Figure 26 we can see that input traffic can be classified and DEMUXED into four buffers, based on 
VLAN. Each buffer can be assigned to different output timeslots within the TDM frame. 

6.6 TDM NIC Flow Programming Support 
The flow programming support in ODL Li is based on an additional action. The match for VLAN_ID 
is native to the OpenFlow v1.0 specification, so the match need only specify the indexes of the output 
timeslots. It is easiest to express these actions in YANG: 
First, the opendaylight plugin representation: 
File: OpenDaylight-Action-Types.YANG 
 
/* COSIGN-TDM : type for FPGA nic that connects to the TDM switch*/ 
    
 /* COSIGN-TDM : type for FPGA nic that connects to the NIC TDM output*/ 
    
 grouping ofp-action-tdm-nic-transmit { 
  description "Assignments of timeslots for a TDM nic to output on - match is property of input frame"; 
   list tdm-nic-frame-elements { 
    leaf array-index { 
     type uint32; 
     description "Just an array index that counts the timeslot number"; 
    } 
    leaf timeslot-number { 
     type uint32; 
     description "The literal timeslot number within the frame this flow will output 
on"; 
    } 
   } 
 }  
 
Next the openflow library / openflowJava representation: 
File: openflow-types.yang 
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/* COSIGN-TDM : type for FPGA TDM NIC that connects to fast switch*/ 
    /* COSIGN-TDM: type ftdm nic active transmit timeslots */ 
    grouping tdm-nic-output-enable { 
     description "Assignments of the timeslot to output port index"; 
     list tdm-output-enabled-array{ 
      leaf timeslot-index { 
          type uint32; 
          description "The timeslot number or index within the TDM frame"; 
         } 
         leaf timeslots-active-output { 
          type uint32; 
          description "The output port for this timeslot of the frame"; 
         } 
     } 
    } 
 
 
An example of a FLOW_MOD REST request: 
Programming flow with URL: http://127.0.0.1:8181/restconf/operations/sal-flow:add-flow 
and DATA:  
 
{"input": {"node": "/opendaylight-inventory:nodes/opendaylight-inventory:node[opendaylight-
inventory:id=\"openflow:2034674873\"]","match": {"in-port": "0","vlan-match": {"vlan-id": {"vlan-id": 
"222"}}},"instructions": {"instruction": [{"order": "0","apply-actions": {"action": [{"set-tdm-nic-
transmit-output-action": {"tdm-nic-frame-elements": [{"array-index": "0","timeslot-number": 
"20"},{"array-index": "1","timeslot-number": "21"},{"array-index": "2","timeslot-number": 
"22"},{"array-index": "3","timeslot-number": "23"},{"array-index": "4","timeslot-number": 
"24"},{"array-index": "5","timeslot-number": "25"},{"array-index": "6","timeslot-number": 
"26"},{"array-index": "7","timeslot-number": "27"}]},"order": "0"}]}}]},"out_port": "1"}} 
 
Response from controller was:  
 
{u'output': {u'transaction-id': 37}} 

 
 


